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Abstract—Numerous studies on mental depression have found that tweets posted by users with
major depressive disorder could be utilized for depression detection. The potential of sentiment
analysis for detecting depression through an analysis of social media messages has brought
increasing attention to this field. In this work, we propose 90 unique features as input to a
machine learning classifier framework for detecting depression using social media texts. Derived
from a combination of feature extraction approaches using sentiment lexicons and textual
contents, these features are able to provide impressive results in terms of depression detection.
While the performance of different feature groups varied, the combination of all features resulted
in accuracies greater than 96% for all standard single classifiers and the best accuracy of over
98% with Gradient Boosting, an ensemble classifier.

THERE IS a general agreement in the relevant
literature that social media platforms, by allowing
people to express their feelings or share their
ideas and thoughts more freely, have become
a vital source for monitoring health issues and
trends [1], [2]. Posts on platforms, such as Twit-
ter and Facebook, enable researchers to inves-
tigate multiple patterns of human behavior and
their psychology [3]. Several studies on men-

tal depression—a medical illness with symptoms
such as persistent sadness, loss of interest, and
an inability to carry out normal activities [4]—
have found that tweets posted by users with major
depressive disorder could be utilized to predict
the possibility of future episodes of depression
in those users [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Sentiment
analysis, which is an automatic and systematic
process of detecting the sentiment or emotional
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tone of a given text, has been identified by various
studies as a potential mechanism for detecting
signs of depressive disorder [10], [11], [12]. Sen-
timent analysis has previously been successfully
applied to predict the sentiment or emotional tone
behind social media messages, online reviews
or any other types of text messages [13], [14],
[15], [16]. In addition to the detection algorithm
applied, the performance of sentiment analysis is
also significantly influenced by the features se-
lected [17], [18], [19]. Therefore, in this study, we
propose 90 unique features, through a combina-
tion of feature extraction using sentiment lexicons
and content-based features from the social media
messages themselves. Two sentiment lexicons,
namely SentiWordNet [20] and SenticNet [21],
are used for feature extraction. Similarly, the
content-based features utilized for depression de-
tection are formulated from the characteristics of
the Twitter message content (e.g., the number
of words, sentences, questions, exclamations),
part-of-speech (POS) tags, linguistic traits, and
readability scores. The combined features are then
used as input for several machine learning models
trained using publicly labeled depression/non-
depression datasets comprising of tweets [6]. Re-
sults of our extensive experiments confirm the
effectiveness of these features for depression de-
tection. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: the following two sections discuss the
datasets used and the design of the input features;
next, we provide details about our framework
and the measurements used; then, experimental
results and discussions are presented; finally, we
conclude the paper and highlight future research
directions.

1. DATASETS
Two depression datasets, comprising of Twit-

ter posts that have automatically been labeled
as either ‘Depression’ or ‘Non-Depression’, were
used for all the experiments in this study (Ta-
ble 1). These datasets were used to train and
test the proposed featuring approach for several
machine learning models using 10-fold cross-
validation. The first dataset, by Shen et al. [6],
was constructed with the restriction that a record
would be labeled as ‘Depression’ only if its
anchor tweets satisfied the strict pattern “(I’m/I
was/I am/I’ve been) diagnosed with depression”;

Table 1. Datasets used in this study.

Dataset Records

Total Depression Non-depression

Shen et al. 11877 54.67% 45.33%
Eye et al. 10314 22.44% 77.56%

Both are labeled and comprised of Twitter posts.

the record would be labeled as ‘Non-Depression’
if the user had never posted any tweet containing
the character string ‘depress’. Eye’s dataset1, on
the other hand, is less restrictive and was built
by seeking the word ‘depression’ in the tweets.
Any tweet containing the word ‘depression’ was
labeled as ‘Depression’, and ‘Non-Depression’
otherwise. Eye’s dataset is highly imbalanced;
depression class records account for only 22%
of the total records.

2. DESIGN OF INPUT FEATURES
The input features in this study have been

defined based on two sentiment lexicons: Sen-
tiWordNet [20] and SenticNet [21]. These input
features are categorized into three groups, namely
Groups A, B and C (Table 2). Group A con-
sists of 9 features created using SentiWordNet,
whereas Group B consists of the same features
extracted using SenticNet. Group C includes 4
features that were directly extracted using some
sentiment values in SenticNet and represent the
total introspection, temper, attitude, and sensitiv-
ity values of the terms in the text. The features
from SenticNet have been split into Groups B and
C to facilitate a fairer comparison of the effective-
ness of the two lexicons for depression detection.
Since SenticNet has four additional features, the
initial comparison is first conducted using Groups
A and B (same 9 features), following which
the effect of the additional features in SenticNet
(Group C) is investigated. To improve detection,
another 68 features have been defined based on
our previous study [22] (Table 2). These features
were extracted based on the characteristics of the
tweets, and are categorized into four groups (D,
E, F, and G) as follows. The features in Group
D are related to basic information that can be
extracted from the text; Group E consists of 36
POS tags based on Penn POS [23]; Group F
captures the linguistic traits of the text; and Group
G is related to the readability of the text. Groups

1http://kaggle.com/bababullseye/depression-analysis
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D-F were extracted using the Natural Language
Toolkit [24] and additional custom functions and
formulas written in Python, whereas the features
in Group G, representing the readability scores,
were extracted using functions from the TextStat
project2.

3. FRAMEWORK
Our framework, as depicted in Fig. 1, is

straightforward. Once the dataset(s) and settings
have been loaded, the input features are extracted
based on the group settings. All input features are
subsequently normalized to a scale of 0 to 1 using
min-max normalization. Since all attributes have
differing ranges, normalization ensures that all
features have equal contribution toward the detec-
tion. Following the creation of training targets, the
n-fold cross-validation process is run according to
the assigned classifiers. Finally, the best classifier
for detecting depression is determined, and all in-
formation and the detailed results are written to a
file. In this study, we implemented and tested four
standard single classifiers—Logistic Regression
(LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision
Tree (DT), and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)—
and four ensemble models—Bagging Predictors
(BP), Random Forest (RF), Adaptive Boosting
(AB), and Gradient Boosting (GB)—for detecting
depression from Twitter posts. These classifiers
are often used in text analysis and have pro-
duced excellent performance in previous stud-
ies on textual-based sentiment analysis [19] and
malicious web domain identification [25]. The
performance of the featuring approach with the
above classifiers was assessed using four common
measurements for prediction or classification (Ta-
ble 3): accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure
(also known as F1 score). All machine learning
classifiers, ensemble models and measurements
were built using scikit-learn components [26].
Default parameters were used for all classification
models to ensure that the results can only be af-
fected by the implementation of our approach and
not by the modification of classifier parameters.

4. EFFECTS OF SENTIMENT
LEXICON FEATURES

In this section, we present the results of our
investigation into the effects of sentiment lexicon

2http://pypi.org/project/textstat

feature groups on prediction performance. The
10-fold cross-validation experiments were run on
the LR classifier, which was identified as one of
the best classifiers in previous experiments [19],
using the two datasets described above (Table 1).
The results in Table 4 clearly indicate that, when
similar sentiment features were compared (Group
A vs. Group B), the features extracted using
SenticNet (Group B) outperformed the features
extracted using SentiWordNet (Group A) for both
the datasets. Thus, we can conclude that the
sentiment terms in SenticNet and their sentiment
scores are more suitable for depression detection
in Twitter texts. The performance of Group C,
which consists of additional features that could
only be provided by SenticNet, was also satisfac-
tory. The accuracy, precision, recall and F1 scores
for Group C were above 50% for Shen et al.’s
dataset. In the case of Eye’s dataset, the accuracy
was even better (> 81%), but the recall and F1
scores were much worse. These results indicate
that the features in Group C are not suitable for
detecting the target class, i.e., the depression class
(in binary classification, recall and the accuracy
of the target class are the same). It should be
noted, however, that the results from combining
Group C with other groups were marginally better
than without Group C. Between the two datasets,
the results show that the accuracy was always
higher for Eye’s dataset compared to Shen et al.’s
dataset. However, the recall and F1 scores were
always lower for Eye’s dataset. This implies that
the classifier trained using Eye’s samples found it
difficult to detect the target class (i.e., depression
class) than the other class, and we suspect that
this is due to the imbalanced nature of Eye’s
dataset (Table 1). This problem could be easily
solved by applying sampling methods [25], [27]
to the dataset, but in this study, we attempt to
overcome the problem by implementing ensemble
models (Fig. 3b).

5. ADDITIONAL FEATURES BASED
ON THE CONTENT-BASED
APPROACH

The above results demonstrated that sentiment
lexicon features can perform well in terms of
detecting depression from Twitter posts. Next, we
explore whether content-based features (Groups
D, E, F and G) could further improve perfor-
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Table 2. Features.
Group No. Description

Sentiment lexicon features

A: Sentiment lexicon features based on SentiWordNet

1 Total of sentiment items
2-4 Total of (positive, neutral, negative) sentiment terms
5, 6 The ratio of (positive, negative) sentiment to neutral terms
7 The ratio of negative to positive sentiment terms
8, 9 (Positive, negative) sentiment scores

B: Sentiment lexicon features based on SenticNet

10 Total of sentiment terms
11-13 Total of (positive, neutral, negative) sentiment terms
14, 15 The ratio of (positive, negative) sentiment to neutral terms
16 The ratio of negative to positive sentiment terms
17, 18 (Positive, negative) sentiment scores

C: Additional lexicon features based on SenticNet

19 Total introspection value
20 Total temper value
21 Total attitude value
22 Total sensitivity value

Content-based features

D: Basic text information

23-26 Total (letters, words, stop words, sentences) in the text
27 Total words with capitalized 1st letter
28 Total negative terms (e.g., ‘does not’, ‘do not’, ‘will not’, etc.)
29 Total elongated words (e.g., ‘yesss’, ‘fiiine’, ‘yoouu’, etc.)
30, 31 Total exclamation and question sentences
32 The existence of weblink inside the text

E: POS 33-68 Total existence of 36 Tags of Penn POS

F: Linguistic characteristics

69 The ratio of adjectives and adverbs
70 Average of number of words per sentence
71 The ratio of word repetition to total words
72 The average number of letters per word
73 Average of words with 1st capital to total sentences
74 The ratio of words with 1st capital to total words
75-77 Total of (1st, 2nd, 3rd) person pronouns
78-80 The ratio of (1st, 2nd, 3rd) person pronouns to total pronouns

G: Readability scores

81-87 Flesch Reading Ease, Simple Measure of Gobbledygook Index, Flesch Kincaid Grade, Coleman-Liau Index,
Gunning Fog Index, DaleChall Readability and Linsear Write Formula.

88 Automated Readability Index
89 Difficult words
90 Estimation of school grade level required to understand the text.

Figure 1. Design of the proposed framework used for detecting depression in this study.

mance. As above, we conducted experiments on
the LR classifier but, based on the above re-
sults, used only Shen et al.’s dataset to train it.
The results in Table 5 show that each content-
based group improved the detection measure-
ments when combined with sentiment lexicon
features. Group E (POS) provided the best im-
provement, followed by Group G (readability
scores), Group D (basic text information), and
Group F (linguistic characteristics). However, the
overall best improvement was achieved when

all sentiment lexicon and content-based features
were used at the same time; all measurements
were higher than 95%. It is also worth mentioning
that the F1 scores obtained with our approach are
better than the baseline results (85%) in Shen et
al. [6].

6. IDENTIFYING THE BEST
CLASSIFIER

The following set of experiments was con-
ducted with the best feature setting from the
above experiments (Groups A to G) on all single
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Table 3. Measurement functions and formulas.
Name Function Formula

Accuracy accuracy score() Accuracy(y, ŷ) = 1
nsamples

nsamples−1∑
i=0

1(ŷi = yi),

where y is the set of predicted pairs, ŷ is the set of true pairs, and nsamples is the total number of samples.

Precision precision score() Precision(yi, ŷi) = TP
TP+FP

,

where i is the set of classes, yi is the subset of y with class i, TP is true positive, and FP is false positive.

Recall recall score() Recall(yi, ŷi) = TP
TP+FN

,

where FN is false negative.

F-measure/F1 f1 score() F1(yi, ŷi) =
2×Precision(yi,ŷi)×Recall(yi,ŷi)
Precision(yi,ŷi)+Recall(yi,ŷi)

.

Table 4. Effects of sentiment lexicon features on depression detection.

Sentiment lexicon group(s) Dataset Measurements (%) * Class accuracy(%) *

Acc Pre Rec F1 Dep Non-Dep

A Eye’s 82.33 74.04 32.76 45.36 32.76 96.68
Shen et al.’s 76.50 78.79 78.07 78.41 78.07 74.61

B Eye’s 88.51 82.74 61.59 70.57 61.59 96.28
Shen et al.’s 80.34 83.80 79.37 81.52 79.37 81.49

C Eye’s 81.30 84.98 20.32 32.70 20.32 98.94
Shen et al.’s 63.80 64.42 75.50 69.50 75.50 49.71

B, C Eye’s 89.03 83.67 63.49 72.16 63.49 96.42
Shen et al.’s 84.20 85.76 85.28 85.51 85.28 82.91

A, B, C Eye’s 89.58 84.09 66.11 73.96 66.11 96.38
Shen et al.’s 84.91 85.75 86.82 86.27 86.82 82.61

*: Acc = Accuracy; Pre = Precision; Rec = Recall; F1 = F-measure; Dep = Depression; Non-Dep = Non-Depression.

Table 5. Effects of content-based features on depression detection when trained using Shen et al.’s dataset.

Sentiment lexicon group(s) Content-based group(s) Measurements (%) * Class accuracy(%) *

Acc Pre Rec F1 Dep Non-Dep

A, B, C D 88.73 89.21 90.31 89.75 90.31 86.82
A, B, C E 94.62 94.51 95.72 95.11 95.72 93.31
A, B, C F 86.63 87.29 88.40 87.84 88.40 84.48
A, B, C G 91.30 90.58 93.85 92.18 93.85 88.23
A, B, C D, E 95.21 95.10 96.19 95.64 96.19 94.02
A, B, C D, F 88.99 89.55 90.42 89.97 90.42 87.27
A, B, C D, G 92.62 92.31 94.37 93.32 94.37 90.51
A, B, C D, E, F 95.32 95.19 96.30 95.74 96.30 94.14
A, B, C D, E, G 96.34 96.37 96.95 96.66 96.95 95.59
A, B, C D, F, G 92.71 92.50 94.32 93.40 94.32 90.77
A, B, C D, E, F, G 96.50 96.48 97.14 96.81 97.14 95.73

*: Acc = Accuracy; Pre = Precision; Rec = Recall; F1 = F-measure; Dep = Depression; Non-Dep = Non-Depression.

classifiers (LR, MLP, SVM, and DT) and both
datasets to further investigate the performance of
the best feature setting. We can see in Fig. 2a and
Fig. 2b that the features performed better with
other single classifiers than LR. The MLP was
the best single classifier for Shen et al.’s dataset,
whereas the DT was the best for Eye’s dataset.

It is important to note that both the MLP and
DT performed significantly better than other clas-
sifiers in terms of recall; their recall scores were at
least 90%, for Eye’s dataset. Similar experiments
were also conducted with the ensemble models
(AB, BP, GB, and RF) for both datasets, and the
results can be seen in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. The
results show that all ensemble models performed
well on both datasets; GB achieved the highest
measurements for both datasets, with an accuracy
of more than 98%. The results in Fig. 3b also
show that all ensemble models provided recall

values of around 95% despite Eye’s dataset being
heavily imbalanced, thus, obviating the need for
any further action to overcome the class imbal-
ance issue.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this study, we proposed 90 different fea-
tures that can be used by machine learning classi-
fiers for detecting depression by analyzing the so-
cial media messages of users. These features were
extracted using the combination of sentiment
lexicons and content-based approaches. While
our experiments were conducted using datasets
comprising of Twitter posts, these features can be
used for any textual content. Through extensive
experiments, involving two datasets of Twitter
posts, four single classifiers and four ensemble
models, we were able to verify the effectiveness
of these features.
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Figure 2. Results for feature groups A-G on four single classifiers trained using two different datasets.
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Figure 3. Results for feature groups A-G on ensemble models trained using two different datasets.

The best results were obtained when all the
proposed features were utilized together for de-
pression detection; however, the effectiveness of
different feature groups greatly varied. In par-
ticular, the content-based features were able to
improve the accuracy to >96% for both datasets.
Whereas all single classifiers and ensemble mod-
els provided excellent results, the GB ensem-
ble was able to provide accuracies >98% for
both datasets. Our analysis also revealed that
the ensemble models were able to overcome the
data imbalance issue, which the single classifiers
were unable to do. As future work, we plan to
investigate a novel idea about the combination
of multiple classifiers for improving accuracy.
We will also investigate the possibility of using
sentiment analysis datasets, which can be easily
constructed in larger sizes, for depression detec-
tion in social media texts.
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